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Learning Goal of  this 

session:
To share ideas about how to bring critical thinking, 

problem solving, and real world math together so 

students learn to look at their world through a math 

lens.



Questions to think about….

What does “real world math” mean 

to you? Your students?

How do you incorporate real world 

math into your teaching and 

learning?





The culprit…



A solution…



• Evaluating information, constructing 
meaningful knowledge, and applying it 
in the real world.

Critical 
Thinking

• Examining and thinking logically about 
new situations, how to complete a task, 
achieve a goal, or make a decision.

Problem 
Solving

• Making mathematical connections to a 
situation or event from our (students) 
world.

Real World 
Math

3 important components:



“There are two versions of  math in 

the lives of  many Americans: the 

strange and boring subject that 

they encountered in classrooms, 

and an interesting set of  ideas that 

is the math of  the world and is 

curiously different and surprisingly 

engaging. Our task is to introduce 

this second version to today’s 

students, get them excited about 

math, and prepare them for the 

future.” (page 5)



Mathematical Mindsets
by Jo Boaler

“Students rarely think that they are in math classrooms to appreciate 

the beauty of  mathematics, to ask deep questions, to explore the 

rich set of  connections that make up the subject, or even to learn

about the applicability of  the subject; they think they are in math 

classrooms to perform.”

“… school mathematics has become so far removed from real 

mathematics…”

“…school math is widely hated, but the mathematics of  life, work, 

and leisure is intriguing and much more enjoyable. 

“I strongly believe that if  school math classrooms presented the true 

nature of  the discipline, we would not have this nationwide dislike of  

math and widespread math underachievement.”



How do I know what to do?
New Pedagogies for Deeper 

Learning



Project Based Learning (PBL)

http://www.bie.org/object/video/project_based_learning_explained



Our Project:

Who has had worse 

winter storms in 

2017/2018…Canada 

or US?

The purpose was to 

develop problem-solving 

skills and math process, 

not to master the math 

content. 



Assessment



Assessment



Assessment





Student Work Samples

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GL2CxPH4xQYq9Cfew7fp10kvf_U3FwUOi2otPr1ufZA/edit?usp=sharing


Math Thinking



Final Product



Successes

• were interested in the topic

• were very good at forming their opinion

• moved forward with technology (ex. hyperdocs, 

Google Sheets)

• were creative (display of  work, showing their 

thinking)

• showed improvement in their ability to think 

flexibly 

• used class time extremely well

• worked at levels appropriate for them

• used feedback from conferences

Students:



Student Misconceptions

• Problem solving means finding an answer

• Math is not needed to understand the world

• Math is not regularly seen in their everyday 

life

• You can’t look at weather with math because 

it is science



Challenges

• Understanding “critical thinking”

• “We’ve never had to do research for math before.”

• “I don’t understand how this is math.”

• Seeing the issue through a math lens.

• Using math, not science, geography

or prior knowledge.

How did we overcome these 

challenges? 
GROWTH MINDSET



Next Steps
My challenge to you is to use the upcoming winter 

Olympics to drive your math teaching and learning.

This real life event is a perfect opportunity to allow 

students to think about real world events with a 

mathematical lens.



Questions or comments?

Thank you!


